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SUMMARY
Organized and self-motivated software engineer - currently based in Abilene, TX - knowledgeable in Javascript, Python,
HTML, and CSS programming languages. Possesses applicable knowledge in relational databases using PostgreSQL,
and SQLite3. Always expanding my technical skills and portfolio through continued learning and hands-on experiences.

SKILLS React, Redux, Flask, SQLAlchemy, Javascript, Node.js, SQL, Git, HTML5, CSS3, Python, AWS, Express,
Sequelize.

PROJECTS
Welp (Python, Flask, SQLAlchemy, React, Redux HTML5, AWS, MaterialUI, and CSS3, Google Maps API)Live Site | Github
Welp is a restaurant review service, where the user can find restaurants near them to view ratings/and or leave their own.

● Implemented finding specific restaurants, using Flask for RESTful API in the back-end, and React via the
front-end, for a seamless user navigation experience.

● Incorporated search filtering, using Flask in the back-end for route handling, as well as MaterialUI and React for
the front-end for more specific user filtration.

● Established creating user reviews utilizing Flask for back-end data storage, with AWS to store user uploaded
image files, with React for the front-end. For easier image storing for the database.

● Formalized creation, updating, and deletion for business owners. Used Flask to handle data storage and RESTful
API route, and React to display data via the front-end.

Grubber (Python, Flask, SQLAlchemy, React, Redux HTML5, AWS, and CSS3, Google Maps, MaterialUI) Live Site | Github
Grubber is a food delivery service, where a business owner or customer can order/sell food for delivery.

● Delivered improved image storing for restaurants and menu items, with the use of AWS. For better and more
secure storage within the database.

● Showcased proper user authentication using flask-login, allowing users to sign up and login. Allowing logged in
users to create/manage owned restaurants/reviews.

● Incorporated seamless user interactions utilizing Redux to store and maintain the state of my application.
Allowing the user to make and view changes with ease.

● Designed an accurate address validation component on checkout utilizing Google’s AutoComplete API.

EXPERIENCE
Yesway, Assistant Manager - Tye, TX November 2020 - Current

● Consulted an average of 100+ customers a day, completing purchases with POS systems such as the
Commander, and Trendar.

● Trained 20+ associates over my 3+ years at the company, providing extensive knowledge on POS systems,
allowing for efficient and independent workflow on the floor.

● Managed store operations including paperwork, orders, checking in vendors, managing invoices, and overseeing
store repairs.

Concentrix, Floor Support - Laredo, TX October 2019 - August 2020
● Resolved customer issues related to phone services, using CRM, and XM360.
● Supervised 3-4 customer service representatives at the same time, resolving multiple consumer issues as

efficiently as possible.
● Taught a class of 7-10 trainees, providing them with the skills and knowledge to work independently on the floor

using programs such as CRM, and XM360. While also helping to develop crucial problem-solving and
multitasking skills.

EDUCATION
APP ACADEMY San Francisco, CA 2023

● Engaged in learning the fundamentals of computer science while designing and developing full-stack
applications with both frontend and backend tools and best practices.
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